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Abstract
This paper presents our practice with reinforcement learning (RL) in the context
of a robotic art project. We adopted a design-oriented approach to RL, privileging
embodied robot behaviours generated by interactive learning processes over offline
evaluations of optimal agent policies. We describe aesthetic and technical issues
surrounding our experiments with a spheroid robot, and share our reflections on
the potential of using RL for behaviour aesthetics.
Reinforcement learning (RL) traditionally adopts an engineering-oriented approach to creativity and
design [1,2,3]. Such an approach typically applies RL to a pre-defined creative task, optimising
parameters of a complex model—e.g., deep reinforcement learning—over large amounts of GPUsimulated training data [4,5]. However, recent work showed that design-oriented approaches, focusing
on interactive learning in “small data” use cases [6], could foster alternative creative uses of RL
[7]. This paper presents our practice with RL and reflects on such design-oriented approaches in the
use case of a robotic art project, called Morphosis. In this project, we are exploring the use of the
learning process itself to generate robotic behaviours in an art installation [8]. In so doing, we are
inverting the traditional mode of operation of RL—where the learning behaviour of RL agents is
often accessory to the evaluation of their optimal policy.
Our work is an attempt to use RL as an approach to behaviour aesthetics, a growing field within
new media arts that focuses on the behaviours of artificial systems as an artistic material [9]. As
an interdisciplinary group working across art and engineering, we are interested in the perceptual,
sensitive and emotional potentials of adaptive behaviours as produced by robotic agents as they are
learning in real time. What are the specific challenges artists face when designing robotic behaviours
with RL? What kind of aesthetic experiences can be created using such behaviours?
The Morphosis project rests on three similar spheroid robots (see Figure 1). Robots are able to freely
move using a pair of servo-motors (one for traction and one for steering) and can sense their own
spatial location and rotation relying on an inertial measurement unit and a real-time location system.
Custom-designed silicon “skin” wrapped around each robot gives them different shapes.1
Initial experiments with RL followed an engineering-oriented approach. We created a 3D simulation
of the robot to train a deep-Q network over large amounts of high-dimensional, continuous synthetic
data, without explicitly designing a state space. Yet, it quickly became clear that the material
irregularities of the robot would eclipse the optimal learning performance of the RL agent; and that
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Figure 1: A spheroid robot’s (a) material, (b) technical, and (c) learning configuration in Morphosis.

the simulation did not give an accurate sense of the actual embodied experience of witnessing a robot
moving in the physical world. We thus adopted a design-oriented approach to RL, tackling real-time
learning from small amounts of material data, and focusing on learning behaviours embodied and
revealed by the actual robot, as motivated by the artwork.
In order to make the robot’s learning process perceptible by viewers, we attempted to generate
behaviours that could evoke the struggles of a living being in its attempt to reach intelligible goals
such as remaining motionless, moving towards a position, or fleeing away from it. We considered
all affordances provided by RL models along our creative process. We conceived low-dimensional
state spaces in close link to the behavioural modalities we wanted to focus on, crafted reward
functions based on our embodied intuitions of how the robot would learn, and employed action
policies to control the agent’s exploration-exploitation trade-off during its learning process. We also
experimented with curiosity mechanisms to provide the agent with motivational behavioural traits
[10]. Finally, we relied on tabular learning algorithms to account for interactive learning in small
state spaces. Interestingly, we quickly noticed that the choice of a particular learning algorithm did
not have much impact on the robot’s behaviour. Rather, state space and reward function design were
crucial to experiment with a diversity of embodied experiences related to learning processes.
One of our RL models, designed to progressively learn to attain a target position in the space,
demonstrates this approach. Here, the agent state consisted in the robot’s discretized polar coordinates
relative to the target (prox, dir), with prox being near when the robot is in a target’s neighborhood,
and f ar elsewhere; and dir being front, back, left, or right (see Figure 1c). Agent actions were
interspersed with short stabilising pauses to reduce noise from physical robot movement data. The
reward function punished each action that moved the robot away from the goal.
Despite the model’s apparent simplicity, we observed rich behaviour morphologies [8], typically
emerging over five to ten minutes of learning. Crucially, these were not directly linked to the RL task:
for example, moving back and forth, standing still, approaching the target, eventually staying close to
it, then slowly oscillating, stepping back, coming close again, etc. Complementary to aesthetics, the
target-centric model also presented technical advantages, supporting real-time learning from a single
standard CPU, and transferable by design to any target position.
Reflecting on our artistic practice, we found that designing RL models provided us with more control
over behaviour generation than training deep neural networks, while at the same time fostering more
machine autonomy than direct programming. Conversely, it also brought us closer to original use
cases of artificial intelligence relying on tabular models and small data [11]. The novelty of our
approach lies in considering reinforcement learning processes as behaviour generators on their own
in the context of robotic art. While engineering-oriented approaches have so far considered RL errors
as a bottleneck for real-world applications, robotic art practice allows to consider the phenomenology
of RL as a vector of expressive behaviours that echoes our own errors and hesitations as humans, thus
opening space for projection, affects and empathy in the viewer. Contrary to a behaviour entirely
programmed to mimic the living, our approach allows the emergence of unpredictable and awkward
movements that change through time.
We will soon exhibit Morphosis to study audiences’ phenomenological perception and experience
of RL behaviours. By then, we hope that our reflections on design-oriented approaches to RL will
resonate with other researchers and practitioners in the area of machine learning for creativity and
design.
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